
CreativeKids LiveART Workshops - Junior

Age 5.5 - 8 (Regular)                                   

9:00 - 10:30

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SATArt Program
$1120 / 4 lessons #

CreativeKids LiveART Workshops - Pre-School  

Age 3.5 - 5.5 (Regular)                                  

9:15 - 10:15

6:00 - 7:00

2:15 - 3:15

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Art Program
$1120 / 4 lessons # 

# Parents shall prepare art tools used in the school's visual art class for the lesson

CreativeKids LiveART Workshops - Intermediate

Age 8 - 12 (Regular)                                                                

9:00 - 10:30

2:15 - 3:45

4:15 - 5:45

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

Art Program 
$1200 / 4 lessons #

CreativeKids LiveART Workshops - Senior

Age 12 - 18 (Regular)                         

11:00 - 12:30

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SATArt Program
$1400 / 4 lessons #
# Parents shall prepare art tools used in the school's visual art class for the lesson

# Parents shall prepare art tools used in the school's visual art class for the lesson

# Parents shall prepare art tools used in the school's visual art class for the lesson

Terms and Conditions: 

1. No make-up lesson for LiveART classes/workshops
2. There is no refund for whatever reason once enrollment is confirmed and fees are   
     paid, and fees paid cannot be transferred to another student or later.
3. We will cancel workshop classes once the Typhoon Signal No.8 or Black Rainstorm     
    Warning Signal is hoisted or an unexpected circumstance arises; These workshop             
    classes will not be rescheduled or refunded. A courtesy coupon for enrollment in a           
    seasonal or summer workshop will be issued. 
4. Enrollment will be processed on a first-come, first-served basis and confirmed with      
    payment in full. 
5. Fees must be paid in full to confirm your time slot before the first lesson of the work     
    -shop. We reserve the right to transfer any unconfirmed timeslots to other students.  
6. We collect, store and use your personal data in compliance with the Personal Data   
    (Privacy) Ordinance of Hong Kong. We will deliver promotional information to you 
    through various communications channels. Should you prefer not to receive such 
    information, please send your request by email to marketing@creativekids.com.hk
7. The special offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other promotional offers and   
    coupons.
8. CreativeKids reserves the right to make the final decision in the event of any dispute.


